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Abstract The rapid development of the digital age has been

pushing people to access a mobile working environment when

handsets are becoming more diverse and convenient with the

help of Virtualization Technology. The speed and usability

of Virtualization Technology are astounding for saving ini-

tial investment costs and optimizing IT infrastructure. Such

Virtualization Technology is what businesses are interested

in and makes the virtual server market growing strongly, es-

pecially for businesses that have many branches. However,

virtual systems (hypervisors) are more vulnerable than tradi-

tional servers according due to many network attacks from

curious users. Therefore, it’s necessary to prepare for the

worst circumstances, understand clearly, and research for

new threats that can break down the virtual system. In this

paper, we attempt to demonstrate the TCP ACK storm based

DoS (Denial of Service) attack on virtual and Docker net-

works to show the threats that easily are happen on services

deploying on virtual networks. Based on such consequence,

we propose some solutions to prevent our virtual system

from potential risks.

Keywords DoS · Hypervisor · TCP · ACK storm · Virtual

network · Docker network.

1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

1.1.1 Age of Server Virtualization

According to the recent reports, server virtualization is be-

coming more and more popular and widely used. In Novem-

ber 2012, Jake McTigue mentioned in the "2013 Virtualiza-

⋆Corresponding author
ae-mail: noangel0607@gmail.com
be-mail: thanhtm@mta.edu.vn

tion Management Survey" [1] of "Information Week" that 42

percents of 320 business technology respondents said their

companies use multiple hypervisors, and the usage would

be 87 percent in 2013. After that, Spiceworks conducted

a survey [2] of 539 IT decision-makers of businesses with

variety of company sizes, including small businesses, mid-

size businesses and enterprises, and variety of industries,

including education, healthcare, nonprofits, government, fi-

nance, retail, construction, manufacturing, and IT services,

in September 2019. The survey of Spiceworks points out

that most businesses use server virtualization, with 92 per-

cents using currently and 5 percents planning to use within

2 years. For businesses, it is important to achieve maximum

efficiency with minimum costs, and optimal costs for IT in-

frastructure is also one of those achievements. Virtualization

technology, especially server virtualization, has been doing

very well. For providing web hosting services and effec-

tively utilizing existing resources in IT infrastructure in a

cost-effective way, we can use server virtualization. Before

virtualization servers, servers used only a fraction of their

processing power, and work less effectively, because only a

portion of the network’s servers handle the workload. This

results in data centers become overcrowded with underuti-

lized servers, causing a waste of resources and power. To

overcome this situation, server virtualization divides each

physical server into multiple virtual servers, and allows each

ones to act as a unique physical device such as run its own

applications and operating system. By this way, server virtu-

alization provides many benefits: higher server ability, mak-

ing operating costs cheaper, eliminating server complexity,

increasing application performance and deploying workload

quicker.
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1.1.2 Common Types of Server Virtualization

There are 3 popular types of virtual servers for businesses

to choose from: Full virtualization, Para-virtualization and

OS-level virtualization [4].

With full virtualization, a hypervisor, which is a type of

software serving as a platform for the virtual servers’ operat-

ing systems, interacts with a physical server’s disk space and

CPU directly. It monitors and relays the physical server’s re-

sources to the correct virtual server as it runs applications.

In other words, it provides necessary everything for virtual

server, and responds to privileged CPU instructions and han-

dles queuing, dispatching and returning the hardware re-

quests. The hypervisor also keeps each virtual server in-

dependent and unaware of the other virtual servers. How-

ever, the speed of the application and server performance

can be be reduced because a hypervisor has its own process-

ing needs.

Para-virtualization approach with a bit different way, the

guest servers in a para-virtualization system are aware of

one another. This results in it involves the entire network

working together as a cohesive unit. It use a hypervisor too,

but it doesn’t need as much processing power to manage

the virtual servers, because each one is already aware of the

demands the others are placing on the physical server.

Unlike the previous two, a hypervisor wasn’t include in

OS-level visualization. Instead, the virtualization capability,

which is part of the physical server operating system, per-

forms all the tasks of a hypervisor. The biggest limitation of

this approach is that all guest servers must run on the same

operating system. Each virtual server remains independent

of all others, but it cannot use these servers, different oper-

ating systems and harmonize them. Since all the guest op-

erating system should be the same, such an environment is

called homogeneous.

1.1.3 Challenges of Server Virtualization

Although the emergence of server virtualization offers many

benefits in both efficiency improvements and lower infras-

tructure costs, it still has many security flaws that may ef-

fect on real services. There are many potential cyber secu-

rity threats to a hypervisor system. In the research scope of

the paper, we focus on overcoming some of the following

network security problems:

1. The DoS/DDoS attack is one of many threats. In 2019,

Imperva [3] had reported an SYN DDoS attack in which

500 million packets per second (PPS) in January and an-

other in which 580 million packets per second (PPS) in

April. Each of the packets was thought to a median num-

ber of 850 bytes per packet. That means that 580 mil-

lion 850-byte packets would result in about 3944 Gbps

of data targeting your network protocol every second to

render it unresponsive. Previously, in 2018, the GitHub

DDoS Attack [3] was recognized as sustaining a 1.35

Tbps (with 129.6 million PPS) attacks without the help

of botnet. “Size" of DoS/DDoS attacks is increasing year

by year and cost businesses thousands to millions of dol-

lars in losses. To prevent and minimize the DoS/DDoS

attack’s sabotage, analyzing more types of DoS attack

is necessary, especially with server virtualized environ-

ment.

2. If attackers combine the ACK-Storm DoS attack with a

botnet, they could make virtual server fall into a state of

port-exhaustion in a period of time. That affects the real

services cannot response the requests from users. In the

real applications, users [5] will leave your applications

if there are problems on response time and system per-

formance. Therefore, detecting the network attacks on

virtual network (even that happens in a period of time)

to prevent it is quite important for real applications such

as web-based, API-based applications.

3. After detecting the network attacks on the virtual sys-

tem, how to prevent the attacks and to avoid the risk,

is also important challenging issue. Therefore, we also

consider to propose the solutions for improving the se-

curity of virtual networks.

1.2 Our contributions

In our knowledge, the research on the attacks to the

vSwitch/vBridge of hypervisor systems and docker systems

is not focused on, especially on the docker. Therefore, real

services deployed on hypervisor systems or docker systems

are vulnerable to attack via a network. That is the motivation

of our paper to research the related network attacks on such

systems. In summary, we briefly introduce our contributions

in this paper as follows:

1. We propose to attempt DoS attacks using FIN-ACK storm

on services deployed on virtual systems so that service

providers understand the risks, and security vulnerabil-

ities when deploying the services in a virtual environ-

ment. That implies that real applications deployed on

virtual systems can be easily attacked by hackers via the

Internet.

2. The DoS attacks proposed on the Virtual Machine and

Docker systems in this paper is the first attempt that is

made to prove feasible when a hacker wants to attack

services on a hypervisor system.

3. We propose a new attack method based on ACK-Storm

DoS attack with FIN-ACK packet which can make vSwitch/

vBridge fall into a state of port-exhaustion in a period of

time.
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4. Based on these attack experiments, our paper also offers

some solutions to prevent and decrease the destruction

of these types of attacks in real applications.

1.3 Roadmap

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a

brief overview of the related works are presented. We focus

on the explanation of the ACK-Storm DoS attack and the

FIN-ACK-Storm DoS attack. To illustrate, in Section 3, the

detail of the proposed DoS attacks on the hypervisor sys-

tems, VMware and Docker, are explained. Based on our ex-

perimental attacks, we show the simulation results and dis-

cussion about the feasibility of the Ack-Storm DoS attack

on hypervisor systems. Furthermore, Section 4 describes in

detail some proposed solutions, some experimentation, and

evaluation of those measures. Finally, Section 5 gives the

conclusions of this paper.

2 Related works

2.1 Related techniques

2.1.1 Three-step handshake

Three-step handshake, or maybe called a Three-way hand-

shake, is used in TCP to establish a connection. TCP uses

passive open, a server bind to and listens to a port before

a client tries to connect to the server. A client may start an

active open after the passive open is established. The three-

step handshake occurring in three steps (see Fig 1) can be

described as follows:

1. The client, who wants to connect to the server, sends a

TCP packet to the server with a random value A for the

segment’s sequence number (SEQ) and a bit SYN set.

This packet is called a SYN packet (1).

2. After the server receives the SYN packet, it responds to

the client a TCP packet with a random value B for SEQ

number, the acknowledgment number is set to one more

than the received sequence number (A+1), and two-bit

SYN, ACK are set. This packet is called a SYN-ACK

packet (2).

3. Finally, the client sends an ACK packet (3), which has

the acknowledgment number is set to one more than the

received sequence number (B+1), the sequence number

is set to the received acknowledgment value (A+1), and

only bit ACK set.

Fig. 1 TCP Three-step Handshake - Establish TCP connection

2.1.2 Four-step handshake

Four-step handshake, or four-way handshake, is used to ter-

minate TCP connection with each side of the connection ter-

minating independently. It occurs as follows:

1. When one party X of a TCP connection wants to ter-

minate its half of the connection, it sends to the other

endpoint a FIN packet, which has FIN bit set, the SEQ

number (A), and ACK number (B) depending on the cur-

rent state of the TCP connection. Then, it enters the FIN-

WAIT-1 state.

2. The other endpoint Y receives the FIN packet, free up

its buffer, and responds an ACK packet, with acknowl-

edgment number is more one than the received sequence

number (A+1) and the sequence number is set to the re-

ceived acknowledgment value (B). It enters the CLOSE-

WAIT state. After receiving the ACK packet from end-

point Y, endpoint X enters the FIN-WAIT-2 state from

the FIN-WAIT-1 state. The connection from endpoint X

to endpoint Y is terminate, but the connection from end-

point Y to endpoint X still opens, this is the half-close

connection.

3. Endpoint Y sends a FIN packet to terminate the con-

nection from endpoint Y to endpoint X and waits for an

acknowledgment from endpoint X.

4. Finally, when endpoint X receives the FIN packet from

endpoint Y, it enters the CLOSED state.

2.1.3 VMware Workstation

Virtual Machines (VMs) are software computers that pro-

vide the same functionality as physical computers. They are

based on computer architectures but they behave as separate

computer systems. With them, the users could run differ-

ent software requesting different environments without con-

flict at the same time. They bring many benefits for users

and businesses: Reduced hardware costs; Faster desktop and

server provisioning and deployment; Small footprint and en-

ergy saving; Increasing IT operational efficiency, and so on.
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Fig. 2 TCP Four-step Handshake - Terminate TCP connection

Hypervisor, or a virtual machine monitor (VMM), can

be hardware, software, or firmware that provides virtual-

ization capability. A hypervisor allows one host computer,

which the hypervisor operates in, to support multiple guest

VMs by virtually sharing its resources such as memory and

processing, and so on. According to the resources that have

been allocated for each virtual machine, the hypervisor gives

and manages the scheduling of VM resources against the

physical resources. The hypervisor has two types: type 1,“bare

metal”, run directly on the host’s hardware, like an operation

system, while type 2, “hosted”, run as software on an oper-

ating system, as an application. What type of usage is based

on the purpose and need of the user and businesses.

Virtual Switch (vSwitch) is a software application that

allows communication between virtual machines, between

the physical machine and virtual machines. It directs the

communication on a network in an intelligent way by en-

suring the integrity of the virtual machine’s profile, which

includes network and security settings checking data pack-

ets before moving them to a destination. A virtual switch is

completely virtual and can connect to a network interface

card (NIC). The vSwitch merges physical switches into a

single logical switch. This helps to increase bandwidth and

create an active mesh between a server and switches. It also

helps in easy deployment and migration of virtual servers,

allows network administrators to manage virtual switch de-

ployed through a hypervisor, and easy to roll out new func-

tionality, which can be hardware or firmware related.

Virtual network - Network Virtualization is a method of

splitting up the available bandwidth into channels to com-

bine available resources in a network. Each of the channels

can be assigned (or reassigned) to a particular server or de-

vice in real-time and is independently secured. The main

idea of Network virtualization is that virtualization disguises

the true complexity of the network by splitting it into man-

ageable parts, like a partitioned hard drive, making it easier

to manage files. Every subscriber has shared access to all the

resources on the network from a single computer.

2.1.4 Docker

Docker Engine, which may be called Docker Daemon, is

a background-running service that manages everything re-

quired to run and interact with Docker containers on the host

operating system. It’s used to run Docker containers which

bundled up all application dependencies inside. Docker En-

gine enables containerized applications to run anywhere con-

sistently on any infrastructure. Docker Daemon communi-

cates directly with the host operating system and knows how

to ration out resources for the running Docker containers.

It’s also an expert at ensuring each container is isolated from

both the host OS and other containers. In simple terms, it re-

places the hypervisor.

Docker container image, or Docker image, is a lightweight,

standalone, executable package of software. It includes code,

runtime, system tools, system libraries, and setting files - all

things needed to run an application. There are many Docker

images available that could be used to rebuild new images

or deployed Docker containers.

Docker Container is an instance of a deploying Docker

image. But, we could modify Docker containers. Multiple

containers can run on the same machine at the same time

and share the OS kernel. They run as independent processes

in userspace. Containers take up less space than VMs, can

handle more applications, and require fewer VMs and Op-

erating systems. Docker Network: the Docker networking

philosophy is application-driven. Docker network isolation

achieved using Network namespace. Typically, services gets

separate IP and maps to multiple containers. Microservices

done as Container puts more emphasis on integrated Service

discovery. As the Container scale on a single host can run

to hundreds, host networking has to be very scalable. Vir-

tual Bridge (vBridge), which may be called Network bridge

or Linux bridge, is a piece of software used to unite two

or more network segments. It works like a virtual network

switch (vSwitch) and working transparently [18] [19]. In

Docker container built with a Linux image base, the Docker

network is managed by vBridge.

2.1.5 Network (NAT) And Port Address Translation (PAT)

Network Address Translation (NAT) is a technique that al-

lows one or more internal IP addresses to be converted to

one or more external IP addresses. This technique makes a

device in a local/private network could connect to the pub-

lic network (Internet). NAT is responsible for transmitting

packets from one network layer to another in the same net-

work. NAT will make changes to the IP address inside the

packet, then move through routers and network devices. On

the contrary, when the packet is transmitted from the internet

(public) back to the NAT, NAT performs the task of chang-

ing the destination address to the IP address inside the local
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network and sending it. Moreover, NAT can act as a firewall.

It helps users secure computer IP information. Specifically,

if the computer is having trouble connecting to the internet,

the public IP address (previously configured) is displayed

instead of the local network IP address.

Port Address Translation (PAT) is an extension technique

of NAT which could help multiple devices on a local/private

network connect to the public network by mapping their lo-

cal IP address to a single public IP address and specific ports.

With each set of local-IP:local-port is mapped to a public IP

address with a specific port, multiple devices could commu-

nicate with the Internet with the corresponding ports pro-

vided to them. This technique could conserve IP addresses

but the number of ports is not unlimited, only 65,536 ports

so there can be a theoretical maximum of 65536 PAT entries

at a time for each inside global address. If an attacker can

occupy all 65,536 ports, there is a port-exhaustion, and no

communications can be made between local devices and the

public network.

2.2 Related attack techniques

2.2.1 Man-in-the-middle - MITM

MITM is a term for a cyberattack technique [20] in which

an attacker places himself between the server and client con-

nection (or between clients) (see Fig. 3), or pretends to be

the other party in a connection. This MITM attack tries to

steal sensitive information such as login certifications, social

network accounts or password of bank accounts, to mod-

ify correspondences between them. The targets of MITM

are generally financial applications, SaaS businesses, web-

based business and other sites. By using MITM network at-

tack technique, criminals can obtain a lot of sensitive infor-

mation to serve bad purposes, causing financial damage to

individuals and businesses. This network attack technique

is also used as a stepping stone to other more advanced at-

tack technique. Attackers can take advantage of the ability

to eavesdrop on network communication messages between

victims and insert malicious messages into that conversa-

tion.

Furthermore, in dynamic eavesdropping, the attacker cre-

ates fake connections between the victims/clients by cre-

ating independent connections with the victims/clients and

transferring messages between them to make them to trust

they are talking directly to each other over a private con-

nection. The attacker must be able to intercept all signifi-

cant messages passing between the two casualties and inject

new ones. For example, with an unencrypted wireless access

point (WiFi) [21] [22], the attacker could use MITM attack

to eavesdrop messages between clients in the unencrypted

WiFi, between clients and services in the Internet.

Fig. 3 Man-in-the-middle attack model

Such MITM attack also can be used for attacking the vir-

tual services in order to enable the DoS/DDoS attacks. This

paper proves that MITM attacks is effectively employed to

achieve the information feeding in the DoS/DDoS attacks.

2.2.2 Original ACK-Storm DoS attack

The original idea [6] is suggested by Abramov and Herzberg

depending on the vulnerable handle exceptions of TCP that

described on page 72 of RFC 793 [12] about TCP: when

a TCP connection is in the ESTABLISHED state received

a packet with not-yet-sent acknowledges data SEG.ACK >

SND.NXT (Acknowledgement from the receiving TCP higher

than the sequence number of the next byte of data to be sent

to the other), the received one handle as follows: Send an

ACK (with the last sent SEQ/ACK number) to another party

of connection, then drop the segment and return. In partic-

ular, ignore the payload in the segment. However, this state

has a timeout and stopped when the timer reaches the time-

out. For raising the basic ACK-storm DoS attack (Two Pack-

ets ACK Storm), the attackers act as the following scenario:

1. Pick up (at least) one packet from a TCP connection be-

tween a client and a server (Just need to eavesdrop one

packet and do not need any impacts on the connection).

2. Generate two packets, each addressed to one party, and

with a sender address of the other party (i.e. spoofed).

The packets must be inside the TCP windows of both

sides. The packets should have content - at least one byte

of data or it will not be implemented.

3. Send the packets to the client and the server at the same

time. The connection will then enter an infinite loop of

sending ACK packets back and forth between both par-

ties.

2.2.3 ACK-Storm DoS attack using FIN-ACK packet

Depending on Abramov’s idea [6], Son proposed another

ACK-Storm DoS attack [7] with the same mechanism, but
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Fig. 4 Experimental model - Three physical computers as above

connected with each other by a router Cisco 800 Series Routers

CISCO881-K9, the C is attacker which can eavesdrop and inject pack-

ets into TCP connection between Host A and Hypevisor B

the starting point is sparked by a couple of FIN-ACK pack-

ets created by the same way when creating a couple of ACK

packets to trigger ACK-Storm DoS attack. According to the

description in RFC-793 [12], if a TCP connection is in CLOSE-

WAIT state, it does the same processing as for the ESTAB-

LISHED state. That means if attackers force each party run-

ning into CLOSE-WAIT, each party waits for an ACK packet

(see Fig. 2) never come but not-yet-sent ACK packet instead,

then the ACK-Storm DoS raised by two FIN-ACK pack-

ets starts. Because no timeout by default for CLOSE-WAIT

state, this DoS attack will never stop in theory, and parties

of the connection will stay in CLOSE-WAIT state forever.

3 Attack experiments on virtual systems

3.1 Experimental environment

Physical Computers Host A and Hypervisor B have the same

configuration as follows: Window 10 64bit, Chip Inter R©

CoreTM i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz, RAM 8GB, the network

interface is a 100Mbps Ethernet adapter attached to the PCI-

E bus. The attacker C is Windows 10 installed Python.

Router We use a router instead of the hub in Son’s experi-

mental test [7] because, in reality, businesses use the router

for establishing their LAN network or connect to the Inter-

net. The router that is used in our experiments, is a Cisco

800 Series Routers CISCO881−K9.

Our experimental environment is shown in Fig. 4, and

Fig. 5. This experiment shows the concept of the virtual ma-

chine system (Hypevisor B) installed inside physical com-

puter. We capture packets simultaneously between server B

and vSwitch/vBridge - Line A, between vSwitch/vBridge

and server B*, Line B. Based on the captured packets, we

verify the feasibility of the attack technique, the feature of

vSwitch/vBridge, and propose some appropriate prevention

measures.

3.2 Experiments on VMWare Workstation

Hypervisor: We use VMware Workstation 14.1.1 installed

Windows 10 64bit for Virtual Machine server B* in both

experiments on VMWare Workstation and Docker.

3.2.1 Original ACK-Storm DoS attack on Virtual Machine

Attack Execution: We use a simple TCP connection cre-

ated with socket python (v3.7.3) scripts. For the experiment,

we just let A and B* create a connection with a Three-Way

Handshake and pick up the last ACK packet from the con-

nection for SEQ and ACK sequence number. Then, in at-

tacker C, we use scapy1 to create a couple of fake ACK

packets with source IP is one party and destination IP is the

other. We sent those ACK packets to each of the respective

parties.

Analysis: When each party received fake ACK packets, they

respond with invalid retransmitted ACK packets, and the

ACK-Storm was begun.

In Line A: We captured about 55000 retransmitted ACK

packets in 60 seconds while the ACK storm was occurring.

This result is similar to the results in previous experiments of

Abramov [6] and Son [7] but the number of packets is less

because of smaller Ethernet adapter bandwidth. However,

task manager still displayed the bandwidth used by VMware

NAT services was 0.6Mbps. This result is much bigger than

120 bytes (two packets) sent by the attacker C.

In Line B: Only the first fake ACK packet, which we cre-

ated, is forwarded to virtual machine B* through vSwitch.

No retransmitted ACK packet is directed to virtual machine

B*.

3.2.2 ACK-Storm DoS attack using FIN-ACK packet

Attack Execution: We do the same action with the experi-

ment ACK-Storm DoS attack but we use a couple FIN-ACK

packets instead of a couple of ACK packets. It means that

we just turn the bit FIN flag to “1" and keep all conditions

as the experiment ACK-Storm DoS attack as above.

Analysis: When each party received fake FIN-ACK pack-

ets, they respond with invalid retransmitted ACK packets,

and the ACK-Storm was begun.

In Line A: We captured about 86000 ACK retransmitted

packets in 60 seconds (about 1434 packets per second) in

Line A while the ACK storm was occurring. This result is

similar to the results in previous experiments of Abramov

[6] and Son [7] but the number of packets is less because of

smaller Ethernet adapter bandwidth. However, the task man-

ager still displayed the bandwidth used by VMware NAT

1https://scapy.net/
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Fig. 5 Experimental model - Three physical computers as above con-

nected by a router Cisco 800 Series Routers CISCO881-K9, computer

C is attacker which can eavesdrop and inject packets into TCP con-

nection between Host A and Hypervisor B. Docker container B* use

Nginx for server with the local port is 80 and the public port is 8080.

services was 0.6Mbps. This result is much bigger than 120

bytes (two packets) sent by the attacker C. We keep ex-

periment for 24 hours and it’s still working. This proves

that Son’s hypothesis [7] is correct. The TCP connection is

stuck in the CLOSE-WAIT state while the process estab-

lished TCP connection keeps running. As the ACK-Storm

activated by a couple of FIN-ACK packets can be last for-

ever, the attacker could completely raise DDoS attack to hy-

pervisor B and virtual machine B*. If an attacker could raise

a DDoS attack with all available ports, about 65500 ports,

he could “play" a DDoS attack which 94 million packets per

second (with 40 Gbps), and also cause the port exhaustion.

In Line B: As explained above, in the ACK-Storm DoS

attack experiment, only the first fake FIN-ACK packet, which

we created, is forwarded to virtual machine B* through vSwicth.

Still, no retransmitted ACK packet is directed to virtual ma-

chine B*, the same result with the ACK-Storm DoS attack.

We assume that vSwitch responses all retransmitted ACK

packets instead of virtual machine B* as long as no RST

request is sent between Host A and virtual machine B*.

To prove this, we try suspending virtual machine B*, the

ACK-Storm attack still going on. We keep experiment for

24 hours more and the ACK-Storm attack is no sign of stop-

ping. When we resume virtual machine B*, nothing hap-

pens. This is a feature of VMware workstation that prevent

all invalid packets to virtual machine inside it.

3.3 Experiment in Docker

Hypervisor: We use Docker Desktop v2.2.0.5 with Docker

Engine v19.03.8, Docker Compose v1.25.4. We build a new

image depending on base image Ubuntu 18.04 and install

Htop for monitoring the container’s activity. We also use

TCPdump for monitoring network flow, and use Nginx for

server B.

3.3.1 Original ACK-Storm DoS attack

Attack Execution: With TCP connection created by using

Chrome to access to the server Nginx in Container B* and

Fig. 6 TCP communication during the experiment in Docker with Ack

packet

do the same as experiment original ACK-Storm DoS attack

in VMware Workstation, we pick the last ACK packet in the

TCP connection between Host A and Docker container B*

for obtaining SEQ and ACK number. Then, we use scapy

to create a couple of fake ACK packets with source IP is

one party and destination IP is the other. After that, we send

those ACK packets to each of the respective parties.

Analysis: When each party received a fake ACK packet,

they responded with invalid retransmitted ACK packets, and

the ACK-Storm was begun. The ACK-Storm was terminated

by Host A (see Fig. 5) after 1 second while TCP connection

was timeout after 30 seconds.

In Line A: We captured about 550 retransmitted ACK

packets in 1 second while the ACK storm was occurring.

10 seconds later, Container B* send an RST-ACK packet.

The TCP connection timeout after 30 seconds. There are still

some retransmitted ACK packets generated by the original

ACK-Storm attack but the retention time is very short. This

is because of Docker’s feature (or Nginx’s) when the con-

tainer received many retransmitted ACK packets with the

same ACK/SEQ number. This result is not as expected but

still proves a flaw in TCP connection, which was discovered

by Abramov [6], when receiving not-yet-sent acknowledges

data packet.

In Line B: The same result with the experiment ACK-

Storm DoS attack, only the first fake ACK packet is for-

warded to Docker container B* through vBridge. No re-

transmitted ACK packet is directed to Docker container B*.

It seems like vBridge response all retransmitted ACK pack-

ets instead of Docker container B*, same behavior with vSwitch.
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3.3.2 ACK-Storm DoS attack using FIN-ACK packet

Attack Execution: We do the same with the experiment ACK-

Storm DoS attack, however we use a couple FIN-ACK pack-

ets instead of a couple of ACK packets. It means that we just

turn the bit FIN flag to 1 and keep all conditions as the ex-

periment ACK-Storm DoS attack as Section 3.3.1.

Analysis: When each party received fake FIN-ACK pack-

ets, they responded with invalid retransmitted ACK packets,

and the ACK-Storm was begun.

In Line A: We captured a few retransmitted ACK packets

between Host A and Container B* before Container B*’s

side stopped responding.

In Line B: Same as above, in the experiment ACK-Storm

DoS attack, only the first fake ACK packet is forwarded

to Container B* through vBridge. No retransmitted ACK

packet is directed to Container B*.

Propose: We tried to replace simple ACK packets for at-

tacking by HTTP packets. However, we got the same results

as subsection 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Because ACK-Storm DoS

attack with FIN-ACK [7] packet seem does not work with

TCP connection created by browsers like Chrome or Fire-

fox and Nginx, we propose a new attack method based on

it. In particularly, the attacker C creates his own fake TCP

connection with server B, sends a fake FIN-ACK packet to

server B after three-ways handshake completed. Then, con-

stantly he sends fake retransmitted ACK packets of the same

format as retransmitted ACK packets of ACK-Storm DoS

attack. Server B, more specifically vBridge, will respond to

them and stuck in CLOSE-WAIT state. With a simple TCP

connection, the CLOSE-WAIT state has no timeout [12], so

we assume server B may be stuck in CLOSE-WAIT state

forever. The detail of this attack method is described in Sec-

tion 3.3.3.

3.3.3 ACK-Storm DoS attack using FIN-ACK packet and

fake retransmitted ACK packets from attacker

Attack Execution: We use scapy (version 2.4.3) to create

a fake TCP connection with Container B* by Three Steps

Handshake as follows:

1. Use scapy create a fake SYN packet manually with the

destination is Container B*, the source is attacker C,

ACK number is “0”, SEQ number is voluntary, and send

to Container B*.

2. Capture response SYN/ACK packet from Container B*

then create a fake ACK packet depending on the SYN/ACK

packet (use ACK and SEQ number).

3. Send the fake ACK packet to Container B* and the TCP

connection is established.

Fig. 7 TCP communication during the experiment using FIN-ACK

packet in Docker with fake retransmitted ACK packets from attacker C

After that, we create a fake FIN-ACK packet as same as the

previous experiments and create a fake retransmitted ACK

packets like attacker C received FIN-ACK packet similar to

Container B*’s. Then, we follow these three steps:

1. Send the fake FIN-ACK packet to the Container B*.

2. Send the fake retransmitted ACK packet to the Container

B*.

3. Delay about 1 second and repeat step 2.

Analysis: When Container B* received the fake FIN-ACK

packet, it switches to CLOSE-WAIT state and responses with

invalid retransmitted ACK packets.

In Line A: Whenever vBridge receives the fake retrans-

mitted ACK packet from the attacker C, it responses with in-

valid retransmitted ACK packets. While the attacker C keeps

sending fake retransmitted ACK packet to the Container B*,

the Container B* is stuck in CLOSE-WAIT state. However,

the attack does not last too long as same as the experiment

ACK-Storm DoS attack with FIN-ACK packet [7]. After

about 10 minutes, Container B* sends an RST packet to

close the TCP connection. In the experiment, we dump some

FIN-PSH-ACK packets but there are no signs of disconnec-

tion until the Container B* sends RST packet suddenly. This

might be a feature of vBridge when received too many re-

transmitted ACK packets with the same ACK/SEQ number.

In Line B: Only valid packets are directed to Container

B*, the same as the result of the experiment ACK-Storm

DoS attack. No retransmitted ACK packet is directed to Con-

tainer B*. It means that vBridge response all retransmitted

ACK packets instead of Container B* as long as no RST

request is sent between Host A and Container B*.
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3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Feasibility

From the results of the above experiments, we have con-

cluded that the ACK-Storm DoS attack is possible with ba-

sic TCP connections in a virtualized environment. Based on

the vulnerability discovered by Abramov [6] described in

RFC 793 [12] and based on the idea of developing a method

of attack with FIN-ACK packet of Son [7], an attacker can

perform an attack which is made by creating a fake connec-

tion and sending packets just like a normal TCP connection

being attacked by ACK-Storm DoS using FIN-ACK packet.

In our experiment, this attack method is feasible even

with virtualization environments like Docker with Nginx for

the server. However, in the default configuration of Nginx,

each state of the connection has a timeout setting so the at-

tack method using ACK packets is blocked and the risk of

being attacked by an attacker with the FIN-ACK packet is

also limited. However, attacker C can use a simple python

script with scapy to create many connections to the server on

the Docker container that uses Nginx to occupy ports within

10 minutes and can cause an issue, which is called port ex-

haustion, with vBridge when they combine with a botnet.

The time, just about 10 minutes, is not too long, but the

damage to businesses will not be small even though the cost

of conducting the attack is not very high. With this attack

method, attackers do not need to eavesdrop TCP connection

but still can occupy port.

3.4.2 Countermeasures

As we mentioned above, in our attack experiments, the vSwitch

(or the vBridge) responds (or ignores) invalid packets in-

stead of the hypervisor (or the container) and only directs

valid packets to the hypervisor. Therefore, the hypervisor

will receive no packets from the client during the ACK-

Storm DoS attack. So, we can create a timer running on an-

other thread to count the time unresponsive from the client

and close that connection when "timeout". Besides, we can

create a duplicate-ACK-checker to count the number of du-

plicate retransmitted ACK packets, when the number reaches

the maximum, the hypervisor creates its own RST-ACK packet

to force the connection stop completely.

3.4.3 Ethical Considerations

We disconnect the Internet when conducting our experiments

and only tested attacks with the lab computers during the

process. These computers only connected to each other dur-

ing the experiment and did not connect even to the univer-

sity local area network. Therefore, our experiments are com-

pletely harmless to the Internet.

Fig. 8 Prevention ACK-Storm DoS attack model with Unresponsive-

time counter

4 Proposing solutions to prevent attacks on virtual

systems

4.1 Unresponsive-time counter

4.1.1 Our proposed prevention model (see Fig. 8)

Our proposing main idea is based on the results of the above

experiments. On Line B of both VMWare and Docker exper-

iments, only the first fake FIN-ACK/ACK packet, which we

created, is forwarded to Virtual machine/Docker container

B* through vSwicth and no retransmitted ACK packet is

directed to Virtual machine/Docker container B*, because

vSwitch/vBridge responses all retransmitted ACK packets

instead of Virtual machine/Docker container B*. This re-

sults in we could add a Unresponsive-time counter, which

counts the time unresponsive from the client. We set a suit-

able timeout for each port/service. When the unresponsive-

time counter reach the trigger value (timeout), it disconnects

the corresponding connection.

4.1.2 Mechanism

Each service of virtual server will be designed with 3 threads

A, B, C operating as follows:

1. Thread A will maintain the virtual server’s primary ser-

vice with IP_server:Port_server

2. Thread B, with a preset timeout value, is triggered when

a service on stream A establishes a TCP connection,

and is responsible for running a timer that does not re-

ceive a response, called unresponsive-time, to the corre-

sponding port address. When unresponsive-time = time-

out, thread B disconnects on corresponding TCP con-

nection thread A.

3. Thread C listens for packets to IP_server:Port_server on

thread A. If there is a correct incoming packet, reset

unresponsive-time = 0.

4.1.3 Experimental results

For testing the effectiveness of the solution, we integrate

a module unresponsive-time counter in the python socket,
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Fig. 9 Prevention ACK-Storm DoS attack model with Duplicate-

ACK-packets counter

which is used to create connection in the above attack exper-

iments. Then, we do the ACK-Storm DoS attack using FIN-

ACK packet experiment on virtual systems (VMware Work-

station and Docker) as described. With the timeout value

of the module unresponsive-time counter is set to 120 (sec-

onds), the ACK-Storm was forced to terminated completely

after 120 seconds from the start. This result proves that the

prevention method using an unresponsive-time counter has

a positive effect, overcoming the trapped in the CLOSE-

WAIT state, because of no timeout for that state, when a

TCP connection is attacked by ACK-Storm DoS attack us-

ing FIN packet.

4.2 Duplicate-ACK-packets counter

4.2.1 Proposed prevention model (see Fig. 9)

Similarly, base on the results of the above experiments, all

the retransmitted ACK packets have the same Acknowledge-

ment number, we could use a small Duplicate-ACK-packets

(DAP) counter running inside a host A, which has virtual

machine/docker container operating inside, to count number

of ACK packets have the same Acknowledgement number.

We set a maximum value for the DAP counter. When the

counter reaches the maximum value, the counter creates a

RST-ACK packet based on the retransmitted ACK packet to

force the corresponding connection stop completely.

4.2.2 Mechanism

Because each port on the virtual server will provide a cer-

tain service, although each of these services can provide on

many ports, we can use the value IP_server:Port_server as

the key to store a value type "Counter", which is defined

as below, in a dictionary. The type "Counter" use 6 prop-

erties for the key: [IP_host, Port_host, Flags, SEQ_number,

ACK_number, LEN] to store the number of corresponding

duplicate ACK packets:

1. IP_host is IP address of the host connecting with virtual

server on corresponding IP_server:Port_server.

2. Port_host is Port address of the host connecting with vir-

tual server on corresponding IP_server:Port_server.

3. Flags is on flags of packet.

4. SEQ_number is Sequence number of the packet.

5. ACK_number is Acknowledgement number of the packet.

6. LEN is the length of the packet.

4.2.3 Experimental results

The module duplicate-ACK-packets counter no need to be

integrated in python socket (or to be integrated in the ser-

vices of hypervisor), because it works as a standalone packet

filtering program. We start duplicate-ACK-packets counter

program before doing the ACK-Storm DoS attack using FIN-

ACK packet experiment on virtual systems (VMware Work-

station and Docker). With the maximum value of DAP is set

to 60 (packets), the ACK-Storm was forced to terminated

completely after the module DAP couter receive 60 dupli-

cate packets. This result proves that the prevention method

using an duplicate-ACK-packets counter solve the problem

of being stuck in the CLOSE-WAIT state, because of no

timeout for CLOSE-WAIT state, when a TCP connection is

attacked by ACK-Storm DoS attack using FIN packet.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have attempted to demonstrate the TCP

ACK storm based DoS attack on vi0rtual and Docker net-

works. The attacked results have shown us the threats that

can break down the virtual system.

For well-known software built by professional teams,

such as Nginx, this type of attack is difficult to perform.

However, its implications for the virtual server system are

still evident once it is successfully implemented. This paper

emphasizes the proper attention to handling timeout vulner-

abilities with CLOSE-WAIT state in TCP connection when

building and developing new software using TCP connec-

tion. This flaw could lead to an unlimited ACK-Storm DoS

which could harm servers. Finally, TCP is still an important

protocol and is used in many software, it was built long ago

so inevitably there are vulnerabilities, so find the flaws and

carefully study the vulnerabilities to find out methods to pre-

vent and fix these gaps are the necessary work of all infor-

mation security experts. In this paper, we have focused on

researching and analyzing deeply the ACK-Storm DoS at-

tack models of Abramov [6] and Son [7] as well as propos-

ing a new attack version to capture the network ports of a

virtual server. Based on the attacked results, we also have

proposed two solutions for preventing the attacks on virtual

and Docker networks: Unresponsive-time counter (see Sec-

tion 4.1), and Duplicate-ACK-packets counter (see Section

4.2). Those had shown the efficiency to prevent the attacks

that is implemented in our paper, and also had proved the as-

sumption that vSwitch/vBridge responses all retransmitted
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ACK packets instead of Virtual machine/Docker container

are correct.

In the future, we will focus on researching other virtu-

alized server systems such as Hyper-V, Oracle, and so on,

with these types of attacks as well as proposing new attack

measures and effective countermeasures.
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